Privacy Statement

Institute Kind in Beeld BV may process personal data about you because you make use of the services of Institute Kind in Beeld BV, and / or because you provide them to Institute Kind in Beeld BV when filling out a contact form on the website.

Institute Kind in Beeld BV can process the following personal data:
Your first and last name
Your address details
Your phone number
Your email address
Your IP address

Institute Kind in Beeld BV processes your personal data to be able to contact you by telephone if you request it, and / or to be able to contact you in writing (by e-mail and / or by mail).

In addition, Institute Kind in Beeld BV can use your personal data in the context of carrying out an agreement with you, usually consisting of educational services.

Institute Kind in Beeld BV does not store your personal data longer than is strictly necessary to achieve the goals for which your data is collected. Your data will not be stored for more than a year if no agreement is reached with you.

Institute Kind in Beeld BV only provides your personal data to third parties if this is necessary for the execution of an agreement with you, or to comply with a legal obligation.

On the website of Institute Kind in Beeld BV, general visitor information is kept, including the IP address of your computer and the time of retrieval and data that your browser sends. This data is used for analyzes of visitor and click behavior on the website. Institute Kind in Beeld BV uses this information to improve the functioning of the website. This data is anonymized as much as possible and is not provided to third parties.

Institute Kind in Beeld BV uses Google Analytics to keep track of how users use the website and how effective the Adwords advertisements of Institute Kind in Beeld BV are on Google search result pages. The information thus obtained, including the address of your computer (IP address), is transferred to and stored by Google on servers in the United States. Read Google’s privacy policy for more information. You will also find the privacy policy of Google Analytics here. Google uses this information to keep track of how our website is used, to provide reports on the Website to Institute Kind in Beeld BV and to provide its advertisers with information about the effectiveness of their campaigns. Google may provide this information to third parties if Google is legally obliged to do so, or insofar as these third parties process the information on behalf of Google. Institute Kind in Beeld BV has no influence on this. Institute Kind in Beeld BV has not given Google permission to use the Analytics information acquired through the Institute Kind in Beeld BV for other Google services.
You have the right to view, correct or delete your personal data. You can send a request for access, correction or deletion to info@kindinbeeld.nl. Institute Kind in Beeld BV will respond to your request as quickly as possible, but within four weeks.

Institute Kind in Beeld BV takes the protection of your data seriously and takes appropriate measures to prevent misuse, loss, unauthorized access, unwanted disclosure and unauthorized modification.

If you have the impression that your data is not secure or that there are indications of misuse, or if you would like more information about the security of collected personal data, please contact us at info@kindinbeeld.nl.

The following websites are owned by Institute Kind in Beeld BV:
Kindinbeeld.nl
Lerenlerenmethode.nl
Beelddenkeninbedrijf.nl
Teamtoppers.nl
Worldgametraining.com
Mzzlmeiden.nl
Cubcakeclub.nl
Marionvandecoolwijk.nl
Letterklankstad.nl

Institute Kind in Beeld BV can be reached as follows:

Business address:
Bosstraat 107
1731 SC WINKEL

Registration number of the Dutch Trade Register Chamber of Commerce:
37084603

VAT number:
NL821946055 Bo1

Phone:
0225-540290

E-mail address:
info@kindinbeeld.nl